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DEPOSITING-VATS IN "SERIES."
BY H. B. SLATER, ELIZABETH, N. J.
Mr. SLATER:-Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Institute,
I do not expect at this time to present anything new or startling,
especially to electricians; in fact I did not think it wouild be of
interest to any one until it was suggested to me a short timea go
that sulch a paper would be of interest to the meeting.
The subject of which I propose to treat is " Electro-Depositing-
Vats in Series." Not exactly to treat of the subject, but simply
to relate a matter of personal and practical experience, in that
which, probably, all of us who have been in an electro-plating
establishment have noticed. If we have noticed carefully, we have
found that there was a great waste of the power einployed for the
deposition of metal. It has been my experience during the last
seven or eight years, in many parts of the country, to find a high
power running to waste through absolute ignorance of the
principles of the force which the plates were using, and where
they were acquainted with the facts which would naturally lead
them to use it aright, they were either too lazy or too indifferent
to make a proler application, so as to use them intelligently. As
I say, I do not expect to present anything new, but I will simply
call attention to a few facts and laws, and give the result of my
experiments in the practical working upon a factory scale that
with an ordinary amount of information upon the subject, any
plater or any electrotyper can apply these same principles and
perform work with a small amount of power, compared with that
which is generally used in such establishments.
If a current be passed through an electrolyte, containing a
metal in solution, the quantity of the metal deposited in a given
time will be proportional to the strength of the current.
This can be demonstrated experimentally with the voltameter,
as follows: Introduce a rlheostat into the circuit, and by varying
the resistance it will appear that the gas or metal, according as
either kind of voltamneter is used, is deposited in direct propor-
tion to the current strength. If we double the total resistance in
circuit, we shall have half the current, while, if we halve the total
resistance, we shall have double the current.
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If several voltameters be connected in "series," it will be
found that the law holds good for each one of the " series." The
voltameter may be either the small experimental apparatus of
the laboratory, or the large depositing-vat of the electro-plater;
for the one is as truly a voltameter as the other, and the laws of
definite electrolysis can be as well observed and carried out prac-
tically in the plating room, as experimentally in the laboratory.
The power consumed in electro-deposition is almost entirely
used in overcoming the resistance of the circuit; viz.: the con-
ductors, anodes, liquid and cathodes; hence any reduction in
this resistance must result in a saving of power. This, of course,
under conditions to be hereafter noted.
Resistance varies directly as the length and inversely as the
cross-section of the circuit; hence by a decrease of length or an
increase of cross-section we obtain a decrease of resistanice, and
according to Ohm's law a corresponding increase of current. It
is plain then that with a given length of conductor, we can reduce
the resistance to almost nil, or increase the length indefinitely,
and still keep the resistance constant, provided suitable increase
is made in the cross-section.
The resistance of an electrolyte depends upon the length of the
liquid circuit, which is determined by the distance between the
plates; and the area of the section of the liquid, which is deter-
mined by the size of the plates. It also depends upon the tem-
perature.
I will now describe a " series " of depositing-vats in actual use
on the factory scale, and working successfully for some time past.
Connected with a vat containing 200 gals. of metallic solution,
I had a small dynamo machine. The work plated in the vat was
all of the same size and kind, and sufficient to keep the machine
constantly at work. The dimensions of the vat were: length,
6' 6"; width, 2' 6"; depth 2'. In it were three rows of
nine anodes each, each anode being 8"X12". One row extended
from end to end of the vat at equal distances from the sides. The
other two rows hung close to the sides of the vat, only one side
of each of the side rows being exposed directly to the work. It
will be uniderstood that there were two spaces for work, one on
each side of the middle row of anodes. As each side of the
middle row of anodes was exposed to the work I had 6+ 6 - 12
square feet, and on the other two only one side of each row
6+ 6=12 square feet, giving a total of 24 square feet of anode
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surface. The distance between the plates or anodes on each side
of the anode row was 15".
The vat, with both rows of work filled up, held just 20 pieces,
10 on each rod. The articles to be plated were hung with their
flat sides to the anodes, and as they were about 1" thick it
will be seen that the distance between anode and cathode was
7". The resistance of the vat was .242 ohm between the
terminals while full of work with the cuirrent passing. This
included of course the-e. The E.M.F. of the dynamo - 12.32
volts after running 3 hours, and the resistance .2 ohm. The
resistance of the connections was practically nil, as the machine
was close to the vat, and connected by a short, thick., wire. By
Ohmn's formula we have C - - 27.87 amperes. As the maxi-
mum current obtained was with an external resistance, equal to
the internal resistance of the dynamo, it will be readily seen that
there was very little waste of power.
On receiving orders to increase the output of work, it became
necessary to increase the facilities for doing it, and an exactly
simnilar outfit was placed side by side with the first one, inicluding
both vat and dynamo. I had experimnented, about two years
before, with vats in "series," and now resolved to put the idea
into actual practice, as the work soon increased, so that the original
output was more than doubled.
In each of the vats I placed another row of anodes, and so
placed them that I had three spaces for work, instead of two, as
before. This increased the anode surface by one-half (j) the
original amount, viz., from 24' to 36', and as this increased the
cross-section of the circuit in each vat by one-third (i), it of course
produced a corresponding decrease of resistance. But by insert-
ing this row of anodes the width of the vat was divided by 3
instead of by 2 as before. Originally the distance apart of the
anodes was 3w0 15", now it was 10. The simplest
calculation will show that these changes had reduced the resist-
ance of each vat to less than 50 per cent. of its original value.
I now dispensed entirely with one of the dynamos, and con-
necting the two vats in " series " to the other dynamo, I set them
to work and have every reason to declare it a suiecess.
The vats are side by side, two (2') feet apart, and the dynamo
is placed between them at the end, coinnected by a short, thick
wire3 fromn the + termninal to one of the vats, and by a similat
wire froin the vat on the othier side of it to the - terminal.
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On measuring up the series the dimensions were now found to
be as follows: The E.M.F. was assumed to be as before, 12.32
yolts; for it was the original machine, and ran at the same speed.
Also the internal resistance of the machine was the same as before,
.2 ohm. The external resistance between the terminals of the
"series " was now, however, .2018 ohm, which added to .2
gives a total resistance of .4018. By Ohm's law, C- TF
30.7 amperes.
As a result of the arrangement in "s eries," we have nearly 31
amperes of current passing through each vat, and a total effect of
61.4 amperes, compared with 27.87 amperes from the sarne
machine through a single vat.
Further additions to this "series" can be made, but as the
working space in the vats is as small as is convenient, it would be
necessary to increase the cro8s-sectionw by making additions of vats
in "multiple arc," to compensate. for the increase in length of
the " series." In the case of the two vats described above, the
additions to the anode stirface, and also the work, were made in
"multiple arc," anid in any further increase of the "series,"
additions can be ixiade by placing vats side by side, and connecting
anodes and work as though they were one vat; and for every
increase in lenath by addition to the "series," a corresponding
increase must be made in the cro8s-section by ani addition in
" multiple arc." These additions in "' multiple arc" must not
be carried too far, however, as the ampere current per unit sur-
face will thereby be reduced beyond the value which gives a satis-
factory deposit.
I would say this " series " here treated consists simply of two
vats, since increased to four vats, changing the size of the vats;
but this " series " is simply of two vats in series, with a very small
machine. The machine used was a shunt-wound machine, and
automatic resistance in the shunt, by which the electro motive
force was regulated to bring it down to the same amount.
DISCUSSION.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. W. D. Sargent):-Gentlemen, are there
any remarks on this interesting paper just read by Mr. Slater. We
are ready to hear from any of the members.
Mr. KEITH:-Mr. Chairman and gentlemnen, as our honorable
guest, Mr. Preece, has said to me, " This is your hobby," I inay
be supposed to be called upon to say something on the subject.
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What I have to say will be very brief at this time, because I have
a paper prepared on this subject, embracing the laws which govern
it, and some remarks as to the practical application in electro-
metallurgy on a more extensive scale than that of simply plating,
namely, the productiorn of pure metals. This point becomes very
essential in the economy of such a process, and I have investigated
it very extensively since 1876, and have put it into practice in
quite a numiber of instances, which 1 need not inow rehearse. It
is, as Mr. Slater has remarked, of great importance to the electro-
typer as well as to the electro-metallurgist, because by it he is
enabled to do a much greater amount of work, as it increases his
battery power. In the case of nickel, which he especially refers
to, there is necessarily a little increase in the power by reason of
the fact that there is some chemical decomposition which takes
place in nickel vats. Some hydrogen is deposited, so far as my
experience goes, with the solution of the double sulphate of nickel
anid ammonia; there is somne hydrogen deposited with the nickel.
The oxygen is absorbed by the other side, but the setting free of
the hydrogen requires energy, and wherever action is to be
repeated, as in the succession of vats, just that increase which is
the multiple of the number of vats is necessary to effect that kind
of decomposition.
That is different in those cases where there is no deposition of
hydrogen, as in copper-plating and electrotyping vats. In those
baths there is no absorption of energy in effecting electrolysis;
in effecting the solution of the mietal at the~anode, the -exact
equivalent of the energy is set free to that required for the depo-
sition of the metal upon the cathode. I ask Mr. Slater if he has
made any experiments as to the amount of energy that is required
to effect the deposition of hydrogen in the several vats. I presume
that he has, unless he has made some other improvements for the
evolution of hydrogen which is produced.
Mr. SLATER:-I will say on that point that I have not the
proper facilities for making extended trials in that direction. I
have made some experiments, however, but what I have aimed to
do is to reduce as far as possible the amount of hydrogen deposited.
I think I have succeeded in that direction in a great measure by
combinations in the solutions; that is to reduce the evoluition of
the gas. How far I have succeeded in that direction I am not
prepared to say, not having the proper facilities for making tlhe
experiments. That will remain for some futuire work. I think,
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however, that in the solution produced by me at present the
amount of hydrogen deposited as compared with the amount
deposited in the sulphate solution is very small indeed. I came
to the conclusion some time ago that it was hardly woith while to
notice that in my practical work except for information.
Mr. E. A. SPERRY:-I noticed in the reading, a statement
somnething like this, as I understand it, that the deposition of
metal went on much better when the interior and exterior resist-
ance was equal.
Mr. SLATER:-I would say in that regard that I have found
that the principal difficulty in my work has been to bring down the
resistance Qf the external within proper limits. Unnecessary
resistance is, of course, a waste of power. To avoid useless resist-
ance the dynamo was placed as close to the vats as possible, and
all coninections were made as large as possible, consequently the
resistance was all in the actual work, anid the work going on at its
best.
Mr. E. A. SPERRY:-As I understand it, these conditions
named are those that exist when the maximum amnount of work is
done, and it stainds to reason that the most economical system
would be with the greatest exterior resistance on the exterior
circuit if sufficient ampere current would warrant the insertion of
the vats. Ofe ourse too miany vats would reduce the amperes of
currenat, until the amount deposited per second, per minute, or per
hour, would be such as would render it not an economiical system.
Other than from that consideration I do not see any reason for
reducing the exterior resistance. That would interfere with the
interior resistance of the dynamo.
Mr. SLATER:-Tl1e vats are so placed and connected, that the
only considerable resistance is in the vats themselves, and by
suitable arrangement in "series " and " multiple arc " the total
resistance of the vats will not exceed the proper limit and the
amperes of current will not be reduced.
Mr. KEITH :-Mr. Chairman, I desire to state the matter in
this way: that if we have one vat of a given area of surface, say
one square foot, and pass the current through it, we get a product
of one. There is no expenditure of energy except the mere
overcoming of the resistance of the circuit. If we add to the
number of vats so as to place them in a series, we are obliged to
increase the energy applied to effect the passage of tlle current in
proportion to the resistance to the current implied by this addition
of another vat. There is no inore counter electro motive force
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chemically produced to be overcomne. Now if we place two more
vats in series and in parallel, so as to make a multiple series
arrangement, as made and shown by these four squares, we then
have exactly the same resistance as before. There is just as much
current as before; there are two translations by reason of the
series, and at each translation we produice the amount of
electrolysis that is due to the current passing. In case we have
four vats we divide the current between this two series, so that in
each vat there is just half as much electrical action, or deposition
of metal, as took place before. But we have four vats; four times
one-half produces two, which is twice the deposit made before,
with the expenditure of no more energy. In case of nickel
decomposition, the setting free of gases which I referred to
before, there is an increase in the energy necessary to pass the
current through the vats in series, and that increase- is necessitated
by counter electro motive force produced by the evolution of the
gas. I may say that this whole subject is to be treated of in miy
paper, and as it will probably be found that there will be no time
to bring the paper out at this meeting it will duly be published in
the proceedings, with diagrams illustrating the points. For the
practical application of it I again refer you to the paper read by
me before the Instituite of Mining Engineers, upon the plant at
Rome, N. Y., where lead is treated in vats in series of ten, which
are there working. Thirty were put up, but have not been work-
ing on account of defects in the vats, defects causing the leakage
of the electrolysis. But of the ten vats in series, I would say,
they demonstrate practically all the principles that have been set
forth in this paper of Mr. Slater, and in the paper which I shall
bring before the Institute, either directly during the session, or in
its printed publications.
Mr. KELLY:-I desire to ask for information. If I remember
the experiment there is a certain amount of chemical corrosion
going on all the time; it takes a certain amount of current to
balance that chemical corrosion. Now, in arranging the vats in
multiple series you reduce the density of the cnrrent. For
instance taking four you have onily one-half of the current you had
before. The amount of increase of surface lessens the current.
I think that proposition was right-that there was a chemical
corrosion going on, and that you must ultimately reach a point
where the density of the current would be reduced, and where
it would balance the corrosive effect.
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